
This update provides a snapshot of the implementation of a far-reaching winterization programme to address the needs of the most 

vulnerable amongst those who have fled their homes due to the continuing conflict in Syria.  
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

 Over 281,000 refugees have benefited 

from the winterization activities in 

Lebanon.   

 In Jordan, cash assistance has been 

provided to over 150,000 refugees 

outside camps. 

 72% of the refugee population,  

including 100% of camp refugees in 

Iraq have received winter items from  

UNHCR distribution. 

 UNICEF distributed 60,000 pairs of 

shoes in Turkey as part of  

winterization plan. 

138 
million 

Winterization programme 

(excluding Syria)  

Activities include 

 Cash assistance 

 Distribution of relief 

items, including  

blankets, mattresses, 

stoves and fuel for 

heating, and clothing 

 Preventive health  

response  

 Shelter weatherproofing  

 Shelter renovation and 

repairs 

 Replacement of tents  

 Construction of drainage 

channels  

 Constructing slabs that 

insulate tents from 

ground temperatures 

 WASH winterization 

items 

 Heating education  

facilities  

 

The Storm Alexa that hit the 
region was historic in terms 
of magnitude of snowfall, 
geographic coverage and 
consequences to people, 
specially those living in  
sub-standard shelter. In  
anticipation of the Alexa 
winter storm, partners 
scaled up winter assistance 
through the provision of 
core relief items. With  
winter conditions causing 
severe hardship across the 
region, response partners 
continue to focus on the 
urgent winter needs of all 
refugees.  

Winter Assistance Target Populations  

Lebanon: 68 million  

Jordan: 18.8 million 

Iraq: 26.9 million 

Egypt: 2.4 million 

Turkey: 21.8 million 

 

The refugee population in the region has more than tripled since last winter. UNHCR and  
regional refugee response partners are coordinating the implementation of a far-reaching 
winterization programme to address the needs of the most vulnerable amongst those who 
have fled their homes due to the continuing conflict in Syria. More than 2.2 million refugees 
are targeted in the plan, and priority is given to those living in sub-standard shelters; in areas 
with severe climatic conditions; and the most vulnerable who may have the most difficulties 
to cover their accommodation, utility and heating or fuel costs.  

In additional, UNHCR is implementing a USD 78.8 million plan benefitting up to 1.5 million  
internally displaced persons in Syria by providing winterized relief items, improving collective 
shelters and private housings, and distributing cash assistance to vulnerable families. 

http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/download.php?id=3835
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  Refugee response – UNHCR regional stockpile  

UNHCR is closely monitoring stocks in various warehouses to ensure that items are available and delivered to  

refugees where needed. Overland transfer systems, through airlift, or sea shipment have been put in place to ensure that 

items reach the countries where needed. Thus far, more than 50 per cent of all planned relief items have been  

distributed in the region. 

 

UNHCR stock of key winterization items 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map of UNHCR stock routes  
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LEBANON 
Refugees are dispersed in over 1,500 locations throughout Lebanon, with most living in the North or Bekaa Valley, 

where winter conditions are harsher.  Nearly 30 per cent of refugees live in sub-standard accommodation, including  

informal tented settlements, unfinished buildings, garages, worksites and warehouses.   

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS  
 Over 281,000 refugees have benefited from the winterization activities, including the distribution of winterization core  

relief items.  

 A Memorandum of Understanding was signed by Qatar Red Crescent and UNHCR Lebanon on 21 December to provide 

winterization core relief items to the value of USD 20 million. This will benefit some 24,000 Syrian refugee families 

(120,000 refugees) hosted in Lebanon. 

 UNHCR is providing weatherproof kits to some 10,000 families. In addition, 13,500 households have  

received stoves as of 17 November. 

 World Vision has cleared drainage channels of accumulated solid waste at 18 informal tented settlements, housing 

3,179 people, to reduce the risk of flooding of settlements. 

 Winter clothing kits have been distributed to 45,000 children as part of UNICEF’s winterization campaign.  

 Provision of cash is an essential part of the winterization response. 60,000 cash assistance cards (or voucher equiva-

lent) were distributed benefiting 59,600 households (over 290,000 individuals). 

 91 per cent of targeted 10,000 families have received winterization shelter assistance. 

JORDAN 
Distribution of relief items is taking place through a phased approach in camps and for vulnerable refugees living in  

local communities.  A number of partners are providing cash assistance to vulnerable families to cover fuel and utility 

costs as well as contribute to rental fees.   

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS  
 Cash assistance has been provided to over 150,000 refugees outside camps.  

 Distribution of core relief items, including heaters/fuel, blankets mattresses and clothing, continues in both camp and 

urban areas. 

 UNICEF, in coordination with NRC and UNHCR, has distributed 25,000 winter clothing kits and blankets to  

all children up to age five years old in Cyber City, King Abdullah Park and Za’atari camps. 

 Winterization assistance is also provided at border areas. In the recent weeks, some 2,000 blankets/winter clothing kits 

for children under 5 years old were distributed to refugees immediately upon arrival through the Border Security  

Forces and ICRC. UNICEF has procured 8,000 additional sets of winter items to be distributed at border areas and to 

families with young children living in spontaneous  

settlements across the northern Governorates. 

This procurement will be expanded due to the 

deteriorating winter conditions. 

 The UNHCR registration center in Khalda was  

seriously damaged in the snowfall that hit Jordan. 

The center was closed for a week and activities 

were resumed on Sunday, 22 December.  

Appointments were rescheduled and refugees 

were informed about the closure and reopening 

of the center via SMS.  

 

Roof of UNHCR Registration center in Khalda damaged by the snow storm 
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The UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) | http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees  

IRAQ 
Over 90 per cent of refugees in Iraq live in northern Iraq, where winter conditions are harshest and temperatures fall below 

zero for consecutive days and weeks during winter.  

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS  

 Winter preparation continues with 100% of camp refugees and 72% overall including non-camp refugees in Iraq  

having received winter items from UNHCR distribution. In total, more than 1,885,000 litres of kerosene have been  

provided to refugee households in both camp and non-camp locations in Iraq.   

 Despite relatively heavy rains and the start of snowfall in some camp locations during the reporting period, no major  

issues were reported except for muddy conditions.  

 International Volunteers of Yamagata distributed 300 heaters and kerosene to non-camp refugees in Erbil through late 

November and early December. The project, carried out in partnership with the Barzani Foundation, will continue through 

to January. 

 A total of 4,111 tent insulation kits are being fitted in Kawergosk, Gawilan, Qushtapa and Basirma camps and Arbat transit 

site. KURDS is training refugee volunteers in the installation of the kits.  An additional 889 thermal kits are being  

dispatched to Domiz camp in the Dohuk Governorate.  

 UNICEF has started the distribution of winterization kits for children, and over 740 winter clothing kits were  

distributed in Arbat transit site. Distribution in Akra, Darashakran and Qushtapa will start in the week 22-27 December. 

More than 105 oil-filled electrical heaters were provided to schools in the five refugee camps of Erbil and Sulimaniyeh 

(Qushtapa, Baserma, Kawargosk, Darashakran and Arbat).  

 Infrastructural works in camps continue and 6,000 cement bases (30 per cent of the total planned) have been completed.   

TURKEY 
The response in Turkey is led by the Disaster Management and Emergency Presidency of the Prime Ministry (AFAD) and  

includes winterization activities. To support the Government of Turkey, response partners are providing supplemental inputs 

for the camp and non-camp population, including through the provision of winterization packages for 350,000 refugees in 

camps, and cash grants for the most vulnerable refugees in host communities.  

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS  
 UNHCR had provided 1,300 heaters to Mardi camp. Additional heaters will be provided to Ceylanpinar, Midyat, and 

Kahramanmaras camps upon request from the camp managements. UNHCR has distributed 10,000 heaters and electric 

stoves so far. 

 UNICEF distributed 60,000 pairs of shoes as part of a combined back-to-school/winter campaign. Clothing kits for children 

over two are being provided by UNICEF and other partners in the camps. Additional supplies and 40 wash containers will 

be provided to Nusaybin camp. 

EGYPT 
Refugees in Egypt live in urban areas, and many struggle to meet their basic needs. To help refugees to cope with  

winter conditions, UNHCR will provide one-off cash assistance to the most vulnerable in coordination with other  

agencies.  

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS  

 UNHCR’s partner Tadamon has distributed blankets to most vulnerable 1,500 families in Greater Cairo and preparations 

are ongoing to distribute blankets to an additional 500 families. Another 1,000 families in Damietta and Alexandria will  

receive blankets from Caritas and Resala. 

 Logistic preparations are taking place to provide supplemental cash assistance to up to 60,000 individuals. The  

winterization cash assistance will be distributed from January 2014. 

Humanitarian response partners are invited to contribute to this report. For more information or to be added to the distribution list, please 
contact Bruno Stolze, UNHCR Associate Reporting Officer | stolze@unhcr.org 

http://www.unhcr.org
http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees
mailto:stolze@unhcr.org
mailto:kinga@unhcr.org

